
Stock Processing
A kit list of all items that are required for a product 

takes seconds to complete and can be composed 

within the Stock Processing sec�on of your ERP 
for ease of convenience. A kit list can be 
produced by crea�ng a stock code for each 
required complete kit.  The components within the 

list can then be added for each kit. Once the kit 

list has been created it is possible to edit the list 

or make amendments at a later date.

Kit List
For simplifica�on when viewing and edi�ng orders, 
each kit is listed as a single stock item within the ERP 
system for the Sales Order Processing stages. 
However, as a kit is normally made up of several 
components, when downloaded to a hand-held 
device each component will be listed as a separate 

stock item in their own right, increasing  efficiency 
and accuracy during the process of picking. 

Hand Held Device
When a hand-held device is used to scan a product 
barcode, the code will be cross referenced with the 
product informa�on database and produce any 
exis�ng kit lists, separa�ng all the key components 
that need to be picked. Ensuring that the picker is 
aware of mul�ple items for one product, the 
so�ware will produce a prompt indica�ng a kit list 
and the list of items to be picked.

Completed Picking
Once the picking is completed the data is sent back 

to Opera where each picked components can be 

reviewed. A�er commi�ng the order to the ERP 
system, Bridge will remove the component items 
from stock and complete the finished item on the 
order.
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You have an order that requires assembly of mul�ple parts; your next step is to pick each part... Ki�ng 
automa�cally iden�fies a product by the individual parts and creates a detailed Sales Order lis�ng them as 
separate items to be picked. Ki�ng will increase efficiency of part picking and decrease lead �me for 
manufacture.
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